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Among all plausible safety concerns, the question of
‘hot particles’ was the most rapidly dealt with by the sci-
entific community (around 1976). The concern has been
kept alive (mostly by LeRoy Moore) for more than 40

years despite its rapid dismissal as a special risk by the
scientific community.

It is not that hot particles do not exist (they will be de-
fined below and are present around many nuclear sites);
it is that (i) they are quite unlikely to be inhaled, and
if they were, (ii) they are in fact probably less danger-
ous than other ‘whole body’ exposures to Pu or other
α-emitting radionuclides, such as swallowing. These other
pathways to ingestion are already included, for example,
in the RESRAD software used by the Office of Legacy
Management of the Department of Energy to model (via
various scenarios, discussed elsewhere) radiation expo- RESRAD is discussed at more length in

the document From radiation dose to
cancer risk.sure around and within the Rocky Flats National Wildlife

Refuge.
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What are ‘hot particles’?

On the EPA web site [1] is a clear report (in parts tech- You will need to search for this by
name: ‘alpha-emitting particles in the
respiratory tract’ should do itnical) entitled Health effects of alpha-emitting particles in the

respiratory tract: Report of Ad Hoc Committee on “Hot par-
ticles” of the Advisory Committee on the biological effects of
ionizing radiation, prepared [2] by the National Academy
of Sciences and the National Research Council for the
EPA in 1976.

Since the early 1950’s, various groups with responsibility for determin-
ing the effects of radiation sources on human health have recognized
the possibility that radioactive material deposited in tissues of the
body as high specific activity [very radioactive–Ed] particles might be
a greater health hazard than the same source distributed more homo-
geneously. This has been referred to as the “hot particle” problem. In
1974 Cochran and Tamplin hypothesized that the intense and highly
localized dose from inhaled insoluble plutonium particles larger than
a specified size causes greater tissue damage, and is therefore more
carcinogenic, than more uniformly-delivered irradiation. On this basis
Cochran and Tamplin advocated a 115,000-fold reduction in the current
radiation standards governing exposure to insoluble alpha-emitting
(“hot”) particles. Large particles never make it into the

lungs; tiny particles are breathed in
and out again (and are too small to
statistically contain much Pu anyway).
So the issue could arise for particles
only in a ‘window’ of particle size.

Radiation dose rate from hot particles

We will set up a calculation to appreciate why the hot
particle issue was plausible in 1974. Our simplified de-
scription of a hot particle will consist of a spherical micro-
crystal of PuO2 of diameter of 3µ (microns, 1µ=10

−6 m).
We assume all Pu atoms are 239Pu, since this is by far the
most common at Rocky Flats. PuO2 occurs in the cubic
fluorite crystal structure, with four formula units per con-
ventional cubic unit cell of lattice constant a=5.398Å. Thus
the number density of Pu atoms is

n =
4
a3

In a spherical particle of diameter d = 3µ there are there-
fore

N =
4π

3
(d/2)3 × n =

4π

3
1
2
(d/a)3 = 3.5952× 1011 (1)
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Pu atoms. If we multiply the number of atoms from Eq. 1

by the activity per atom s∗ (in Bq/atom) for a particu-
lar Pu isotope we have the number of decays per second
within the particle. We assume the radioisotope of inter-
est emits strictly α particles of energy Eα. If we measure
this kinetic energy in MeV, as is common, and multiply by
the emission rate we have the energy per second (joule/s)
emitted by the particle:

q = Ns∗[decays/atoms per s]Eα[MeV]1.602× 10−13J/sec
(2)

where we have been careful to convert MeV per second
into joules per second. (There are 1.602×10−13 joules per
MeV.)

isotope spec activ s∗ Eα
238Pu 2.51 10

−10
5.486

239Pu 9.12 10
−13

5.148

240Pu 3.35 10
−12

5.155

241Am 5.08 10
−11

5.480 FIX
Table 1: Ingredients for hot particle en-
ergy deposition rate. Specific activities
(Bq per atom) are taken from and α en-
ergies are averaged over all α emissions
weighted by probability per decay.

As specified above, we will take 239Pu as the isotope of
interest. Then the particle has an activity of 0.328 Bq (8.86

pCi) and the energy escaping the hot particle per second
is

q = 2.704× 10−13J/s. (3)

If we divide by the mass of whatever the α particles are
irradiating we have the dose rate in grays per second.

At this point we must decide how to treat this energy
production rate biologically. If we use the finite range of
α particles in tissue, estimate the number of cells within
this range, then the average dose per cell from the en-
ergy production rate in Eq. 3 and the cell mass, we find a
prodigious dose rate, enough to kill all cells within range.
The Appendix shows a detailed calculation and a few re-
marks about the impact of radiation on cells. This was
where things stood in about 1974.

A long history of negative findings about dangers of hot particles

The 1976 EPA report discussed above concluded that
. . . The evidence does not support the NRDC petition for a special,
lower radiation protection standard for inhaled alpha-emitting parti-
cles. The current state of knowledge about the ‘hot particle’ problem
can be summarized as follows:

1. In animals, all experimental data so far obtained indicate that when
insoluble plutonium particles are inhaled, the major radiation dose
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in the lungs occurs in the pulmonary (i.e., alveolar) region. The
principal delayed effect in the lung of breathing these particles is
induction of alveolar cancers. An analysis of mortality from these
cancers in beagle dogs indicates that if there is a hot-particle effect,
Cochran and Tamplin have overestimated the cancer risk per parti-
cle by at least two orders of magnitude. However, analyses indicate One ‘order of magnitude’ = 10

1 =factor
of 10; two orders of magnitude = 10

2

factor of 100, etc.
that the observed lung cancer mortality in these dogs can be ade-
quately accounted for by the conventional method of averaging the
absorbed alpha radiation dose over the entire lung. Therefore, it is
concluded that if there is a “hot particle” risk, it is small by compar-
ison with the lung cancer risk attributable to the generalized alpha
radiation.

2. In human beings, epidemiological evidence gained from experi-
ence with inhalation of alpha-emitting radon daughters and with
external X or gamma irradiation of the thorax strongly suggests that
the radiocarcinogenic sensitivity of the tracheobronchial region is
greater than that of the alveolar regions where inhaled plutonium
is retained. Therefore, we would not expect the human cancer risk
from alpha irradiation of the deep lung tissues to be underestimated
by applying risk factors obtained from human experience with
cancer induced by irradiation of the lining of the bronchial tree.

3. Current evidence indicates that the cancer hazard from insolu-
ble particulate plutonium deposited in the lungs is not markedly
greater than would be caused by the same quantity of radioactivity
distributed more uniformly. The experimental evidence suggests
that the carcinogenic response is more a function of the amount of
radioactivity in the lung than of its distribution.

There are useful and clear (if technical) appendices in the
report.

A 1987 German article [3] came to somewhat surprising
conclusions:

The biological relevance of local megadoses from particulate α-emitters
was discussed and studied in the seventies. . . . Experimental findings
from animal studies and theoretical considerations lead to the hypoth-
esis that a strongly inhomogeneous irradiation induces less health
detriment than a homogeneous irradiation. The main argument being
that in the case of α-particles, a clearly defined tissue area is irradiated
at dose rates leading to acute cell death or total loss of proliferative
capability. Outside this area, the dose is practically zero. Hence, almost
all ionizations and excitations occur in dead tissue . . . The wasting of a
large fraction of the radiation dose on dead cells is thought to cause the
relative innocuousness of α-hot particles. . .

In several facilities involved in the US military bomb program, groups
of workers were exposed to measurable amounts of airborne, partic-
ulate plutonium activity. A population of 25 workers involved in the
Manhattan Project showed initial lung depositions of plutonium in
the range of 15 kBq. This would correspond to about 100,000 hot par-
ticles with a diameter of 1µm. [In] 1972, more than 25 years after the
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contaminations, the average body burden still amounted to about 3.7
kBq 239plutonium with about 5 to 10% residing in the lung. No health
detriments traceable to these extremely hot particle exposures have
been found so far.

Another group was exposed during a fire in Rocky Flats on October
15th, 1965. The initial lung burden corresponded to about 10,000 to
100,000 plutonium particles of the size generated in the fire. . . . Al-
though a longer follow-up of this population has to be awaited to draw
final conclusion, the lack of lung diseases in the first 15 years allows
to refute some of the hypotheses on the extreme radiotoxicity of hot
particles.

They conclude, “Contrary to the impression at first glance,
radiation from hot particles was never shown to be more
radiotoxic than the same activity uniformly distributed
in the organ. Both from theoretical considerations, from
animal studies and from human epidemiology, it seems
that wasting of dose on dead cells introduces a safety
factor. Therefore, the general conclusion stressed also in
review papers by Bair et al. and Feinendegen et al. is that,
with increasing inhomogeneity, the detrimental effects of
ionizing radiation to the lung tend to decrease.”

Harrison’s 2003 article [4] in the Journal of Radiolog-
ical Protection entitled Carcinogenic risk from hot particle
exposures—has ICRP got it right remarks

The argument has become very familiar—that radionuclides intro-
duced into the environment from nuclear installations, fall-out from
weapons testing, or whatever source, are responsible for substantial
increases in cancer rates, and, because current risk estimates do not
support this conclusion, they must be very wrong. It is argued that
there must be some way in which low levels of artificial radionuclides,
levels that result in tissue doses lower than from naturally-occurring
radionuclides, pose a risk that is yet to be appreciated. One obvious
problem with current risk estimates, it is suggested, is the simplistic
averaging of doses from hot particles–see, for example, the home page
of the Low Level Radiation Campaign website (www.llrc.org) . . .

It can be concluded that, on current evidence, hot particle effects do
not provide a mechanism for doses from environmental levels of arti-
ficial radionuclides to be more effective in causing cancer than larger
doses from naturally-occurring radionuclides. The ICRP approach of
averaging dose to target cells and tissues appears to give reasonably
reliable estimates of risk.

Charles, Mill, and Darley [5] in 2003 report in a 23-page
careful review with 86 references remark: “These conjec-
tural arguments [of extra carcinogenicity for hot particles–
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Ed] were reviewed by a number of workers. Their conclu-
sions supported the continued use of mean organ dose
as a predictor of cancer risk. Albert, whose work on skin
cancer induction in rat skin was the basis for this conjec-
ture, has also criticised the rationale and conclusions of
Tamplin and Cochran.”

“In summary, in very broad terms (within a factor of
∼ ± 3 ) the results of a large number of animal studies
and a growing number of in vitro studies are in agree-
ment regarding the lack of evidence to support a large
hot-particle enhancement factor. Human evidence is lim-
ited but does not support any significant hot-particle en-
hancement. All of this is in stark contrast to the claims
made more than 30 years ago, which fuelled so much
concern, that this could be as much as five orders of mag-
nitude.”

Section 3.6 (Carcinogenic risks of particulates) of the
2004 English CERRIE report [6] concluded

16 The Committee examined the suggestion that spatially non-uniform
radiation exposures, from radioactive particulates, may be much more
carcinogenic than uniform exposures throughout tissue volumes. It
therefore commissioned a literature review of the possible carcino-
genic effects of particulate radioactive materials, which has since been
published. . . The review concluded that, on current evidence, the con-
ventional assumption of average dose to a tissue or relevant component
should provide a reasonable estimate of carcinogenic risk within a
factor of three up or down of the central estimate . . .

18 Data on lung cancer mortality following occupational inhalation of
plutonium aerosols, and on the incidence of liver cancer and leukaemia
due to Thorotrast administration for clinical diagnoses, did not support
a significant risk enhancement factor for particles. Very few animal
studies, including mainly lung and skin exposures, provided any
indication of a particle enhancement. Some recent in vitro malignant
transformation experiments provided evidence for an enhanced cell
transformation for ‘hot’ particle exposures but the effect was modest.
However, most doses were very high: few studies concerned doses
below 100 mGy—the area of interest to the Committee.

19 It appeared from the literature review that there was no convincing
evidence from worker, animal or in vitro studies that ‘hot’ particles
that delivered high doses to a small surrounding volume of tissue were
more hazardous than more uniform irradiation. However, the situation
for ‘warm’ particles that delivered lower doses was less clear due to the
paucity of direct observations.

20 Most [10 of 12–Ed.] of the Committee agreed that little information
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existed which supported enhanced risks from exposures to ‘hot’ parti-
cles, although most studies used relatively high doses. Two members
considered that the possibility that ‘warm’ particles presented a high
risk could not be ruled out. The remainder of the Committee remained
unconvinced or uncertain of this hypothesis mainly because of the
paucity of evidence presented. . .

The last definitive discussion of the health impacts of
‘hot particles’ I could find occurs in a 2007 journal article
(i.e., 21 years after the Chernobyl incident (which itself
rekindled concern and re-examination of hot particle is-
sues) entitled Hot particle dosimetry and radiobiology—past
and present [7]

The claim of increased carcinogenicity was referred to as the ‘hot
particle hypothesis’. After a decade of intensive experimental and theo-
retical investigation an ICRP review of the biological effects of inhaled
radionuclides in 1980 refuted this claim in the context of inhaled hot
particles. The ‘hot particle hypothesis’ in the context of skin exposure
has been refuted by a series of skin cancer induction experiments in
mice and in cell studies of induced malignant transformation. The
ICRP has maintained its advice that the use of mean organ or tissue
dose is appropriate for the evaluation of carcinogenic risk for radiologi-
cal protection purposes.

. . . Our understanding of the radiobiological effects of hot particles,
and our ability to measure relevant doses from them, has increased
dramatically over the past 25 years.

The likelihood of a casual encounter with a hot particle in the en-
vironment, even in the environs of Dounreay is very low. . . . It is Dounreay is a now-decommissioned

Scottish nuclear installation with 5

reactors. Chunks of old fuel rod washed
ashore on public beaches in 2007,
provoking intense investigation of ‘hot
particles’ in the United Kingdom.

possible to predict significant health effects but only by making as-
sumptions which have a low probability, such as exceptionally long
residence/transit times. This low probability must be compounded
with the already very low probability of encountering a particle. The
challenge for regulators remains, as in other situations of environmen-
tal contamination, to determine the extent to which remediation is
required in the light of potential health effects with a low probability of
occurrence.

Current status

As noted in 2017 by Caffrey et al. [8], although there re-
mains plenty of uncertainty about how to treat such local-
ized doses, “. . . the literature suggests that non-uniform
exposure from an inhaled hot particle is likely less car-
cinogenic than that from a spatially uniform exposure
for the same average dose (Charles and Harrison 2007;
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Charles et al. 2003; Richmond et al. 1970; Sanders et al.
1977; Sanders 1975).” They reiterate, “Previous laboratory
studies have demonstrated a reduction in carcinogenesis
in animals exposed to particulate radiation vs. soluble
forms (e.g., Charles and Harrison, 2007; Harrison and
Stather 1996; Sanders et al. 1977).” Caffrey et al. used
a Monte Carlo radiation transport code and examined
doses from a wide range of PuO2 particle sizes and for
several different nominal Pu compositions. They clearly
demonstrate that at a particle diameter of about 3µ only
about 50% of the energy carried by α particles actually
escapes the particle itself because of ‘self shielding’ by the
dense plutonium. (This is still likely to kill all cells within
range, as discussed in the Appendix.) Beyond about 10µ

less than 10% of the radiated energy is available to irradi-
ate tissue.

Although hot particles are no longer regarded as a spe-
cial threat, attention remains focussed on integrating their
contribution into a general framework of radiation expo-
sure. National Commission on Radiological Protection
(NCRP) and the International Commission on Radio-
logical Protection (ICRP). ‘Task Group 64’ of the ICRP is
currently addressing [9] the issue of of α-particle emitters
and “tissue that is not subect to mechanical transport or
absorption into blood”. This includes lung tissue.

Three estimates of lifetime cancer risk due to ‘hot particles’

In keeping with the multiple findings above, hot parti-
cles are generally neglected in radiation doses. Nonethe-
less, we can readily estimate their impact by treating their
dose as administered to the entire body. This will overesti-
mate their health impact, as discussed above.

Direct whole body dose from hot particles

We will assume that the hot particle is inhaled at a par-
ticular time, is somehow trapped in place, and remains
there for a nominal human lifetime (generally taken as
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50 years in epidemiology). Because α particles are doubly
charged, their ‘relative biological effectiveness’ (RBE) in
doing cellular damage will enter in the calculation of the
effective dose (measured in sieverts, Sv) from the radiation
dose in gray (Gy), given in Eq. 3 For α particles the RBE is
the dimensionless number 20. It might be helpful to review the dis-

tinction between radiation dose and the
effective dose, which reflects the type of
radiation and the tissue affected. Our
review is here.

We assume an average body mass M of 75 kg (165 lbs)
for concreteness. Per second, if we treat the radiation as
delivered to the entire body, then the dose rate in Sv (1
joule of energy per kilogram, effective dose) is

RBE× q/M = 7.21× 10−14Sv/s = 2.27µSv/year, (4)

for a lifetime dose of 0.114 mSv. Given that the annual
average U.S. background radiation dose is 3.10 mSv, it
is clear that the added impact of a single hot particle is
negligible (0.07%) on a whole-body basis.

On the other hand, the 2007 ICRP Publication 103 [10]
recommends the value of 5.5 % per Sv [delivered to the
entire body] as the ‘risk coefficient’ for stochastic ef-
fects (see A crash course in radiation, biology, and health
physics), including cancer, at low dose rates, for the entire
population. (It is not easy to say whether this is for fatal
cancers or development of cancers.) Using this figure the
additional (lifetime??? CHECK) cancer risk os about

5.5%
Sv
× 0.114× 10−3 Sv ' 6.27× 10−4 % (5)

Thus for a 1% increase in lifetime cancer risk, we would
need about 1,600 of the ‘hot particles’ modeled above. I thank John Yoder for bringing the

Argonne Environmental Fact Sheet to
my attention. It is what motivated me
to do the calculation above.

The Environmental Health Fact Sheet published by Argonne
National Laboratory in August 2005, currently available
via the Wayback Machine here, states

. . . for inhalation (the exposure of highest risk), breathing in 5,000

respirable plutonium particles of about 3 microns each is estimated to
increase an individual’s risk of incurring a fatal cancer about 1% above
the U.S. average.

Using tabulated U.S. ‘radiological risk coefficients’

In the same Argonne document mentioned above are tab-
ulated the radiological risk coefficients for the lifetime
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cancer mortality per unit radioisotope intake in pCi, av-
eraged over all ages and both genders. For 239Pu these
are 2.9× 10−8 for an inhalation route and 1.3× 10−10 for
ingestion. In Eq. 1 we found the number of Pu atoms in
a 3µ hot particle; multiplying by the specific activity per
atom and converting from Bq to pCi (1 Bq = 27.027027

pCi) we find an activity of 8.86 pCi per particle. In order
to have a lifetime excess cancer mortality risk of 1% due
to hot particles, 39,000 such particles would need to be
inhaled, or 8,700,000 particles ingested.

ICRP risk coefficients

The International Commission on Radiation Protection
has its own tables [11] that relate the effective radiation
dose in Sv to the radioactivity in Bq, and separate tables
[10] to relate these to lifetime cancer risk. As above, we
can estimate the number of 3µ 239Pu hot particles re-
quired to raise your excess cancer mortality risk to 1%.
For slowly absorbed inhaled PuO2 particles, for adults the
effective dose is 1.6× 10−5 Sv/Bq. For ingested particles
the figure is 2.5× 10−7 . We use the 0.328 Bq activity for
our particles estimated above and the 5.5% per sievert
cancer mortality coefficient to find that we would need
to inhale about 35,000 particles or ingest about 2,220,000

particles
The ICRP and U.S. estimates are remarkably close to

one another. This is probably due to U.S. authorities us-
ing ICRP recommended values

Summary of estimates

Thus different ways of estimating lifetime cancer risks
due to hot particle exposure give somewhat different val-
ues for the number required for a 1% excess risk, but the
conclusion remains the same. Results from our direct esti-
mate above are consistent with my experience comparing
them with DOE estimates. They never agree extremely
well, but as ballpark estimates they always agree. A factor
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of three disagreement in such estimates (in which some-
one could have chosen different a different plutonium
compound as typical, a different typical radioisotope or
some sort of average, slightly different α particle ener-
gies, different sources of epidemiological data, different
average body weight, etc.) is very reasonable. It is also a
reminder that you do not need access to elaborate DOE
facilities or data to make reasonable estimates. This is
very reassuring to me.

Takeaway messages

• Hot particles (small, highly radioactive α-particle emit-
ting specks of dirt or other material) definitely ex-
ist around radiation-contaminated sites. They were
thought in the early 1970s to be especially dangerous
via inhalation.

• The current literature (through 2017) concurs that ‘hot
particles’ are in fact less carcinogenic than equivalent
doses of ordinary (uniform) radiation.

• Inhaled Pu is already included in the RESRAD software
used to describe Pu exposure and cancer risk within
and around Rocky Flats, which have been assessed as
posing excess cancer risks of between 1 in 100,000 and 1

in 1 in 1,000,000.

Appendix: dose per cell within range of α particle

We found in the text that a 3µ 239Pu ‘hot particle’ pro-
duced energy at a rate of

q = 2.704× 10−13J/s.

The whole point of the ‘hot particle’ question was to treat
this entirely as a ‘committed’ dose deposited at one loca-
tion (generally assumed to be somewhere in the lungs).
To be concrete, we will assume that the hot particle is in-
haled at a particular time, is somehow trapped in place,
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and remains there for a nominal human lifetime (gener-
ally taken as 50 years in epidemiology). Because α par-
ticles are doubly charged, their ‘relative biological effec-
tiveness’ (RBE) in doing cellular damage will enter in the
calculation of the effective dose (measured in sieverts, Sv)
from the radiation dose in gray (Gy). For α particles the
RBE is the dimensionless number 20. It might be helpful to review the dis-

tinction between radiation dose and the
effective dose, which reflects the type of
radiation and the tissue affected. Our
review is here.

A reasonable analysis (i) acknowledges that α particles
have a relatively short range in tissue, (ii) estimates the
number of cells within that range, and (iii) examines the
dose per cell. It is important to include the average life-
time of such a cell since it is far less than the lifetime of a
human being. Previous careful examinations of the ‘hot
particle’ problem suggest that that such particles are most
likely to lodge among bronchial or alveolar cells.

So almost all ionziations occur in dead tissue? An alve-
olar cell has a diameter [12] of about 200µ; bronchial ep-
ithelial cells have a diameter of about 10.4µ [13]. By con-
trast, the range of a 5.5 MeV α particle in water (a very
reasonable approximation to human tissue) is about 43.4µ

[WolframAlpha]. The volume associated with the range
of particles really is a sphere whose radius is the range;
cells are only roughly spherical, with a radius of half their
diameter. Thus the number of cells within range of α par-
ticles from 239Pu is approximately

Ncell =
volume in range
volume per cell

'


(

43.4
10.4/2

)3
' 582, bronchial(

43.4
200./2

)3
' 0.082, alveolar

(6)
(I will end the analysis of the alveolar cell because these
cells may be mostly filled with air in living animals.) The
mass of a bronchial cell (needed to compute the dose in
Gy) is just its volumes times its mass density, assumed to
be 1 gram per cubic centimeter (the mass density of wa-
ter). This is about 5.89× 10−13 kg for a bronchial cell. We
can now compute the average dose rate to the bronchial
cells in the range of the α particles emitted by 239Pu: this
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is
dose/cell ' q

Mcell Ncell
Gy/s ' 2.84Gy/hr (7)

This is an extremely high dose rate! Many cells are killed
outright by doses of 1 Gy. The ‘survival curve’ shows the fraction

of an initial cell population which
survives after cumulative doses of
ionizing radiation. It is the log of this
fraction which is linearly related to the
dose.

At this point we can understand why radiation doses
from ‘hot particles’ was a serious concern when the issue
was first raised in the early 1970s. What has been learned
since then has been an illustration of a phrase commonly
used in the radiation protection field, that ‘. . . radiation is
a very good cell killer (this is why we use it in radiation
therapy), but that it is a poor carcinogen’ [14].

Double-strand DNA breaks are believed to be the most
significant impact of ionizing radiation in terms of (i)
causing outright cell death, and (ii) the eventual induc-
tion of cancers. They are produced at a rate of about
35-40 per Gy of radiation dose. “Among these lesions,
DNA double-strand breaks correlate best with cell killing,
because they can lead to certain chromosomal aberra-
tions (dicentrics, rings, anaphase bridges) that are lethal
to the cell. Lethality, from the perspective of radiation
biology, means the loss of reproductive integrity of tu-
mor clonogens; that is, the tumor cells may still be phys-
ically present or intact and may still be able to undergo a
few cell divisions, but they are no longer able to form a
colony of cells.” [15].

So a very tentative picture emerges about the actual
cellular-scale effect of a fixed ‘hot particle’: essentially all
cells within range of the α particles are killed (generally
by ‘apoptosis’, a programmed cell death stimulated by
double strand DNA breaks). Because of this controlled
death, scavenger cells are signaled and engulf dead cells
before cell contents spill into their surroundings. This
means that the ‘hot particle’ simply kills each new gen-
eration of surrounding cells, which in their turn absorb
most of the ionizations from the particle, making its net
impact less than an equivalent uniform dose of radiation.

A very readable account on this process for real (not
cultured) tissue exists [16], which notes “Besides macrophages,
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some tumor cells and some normal epithelial cells can
also engulf suicidal cells, such as some alveolar epithelial
cells in the mammary gland and some bronchial epithe-
lial cells in the lung.” It is remarkable that these examples
are drawn from tissue that are the likely resting places for
inhaled ‘hot particles’.j
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